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INTRODUCTION
Number of Communities:

20 “hilltop” communities
Total Households:

7,714

Total Population:

38,564

(M: 17,964, F: 20,600)
Program Participants:

6,144

Walking with Kabarore

2015

Entered Partnership

2025

Graduation

“FH taught us about producing and eating vegetables and we learned about their importance
in nutrition. Now I have a good production of vegetables in my kitchen garden and my
neighbours are imitating me. I do not have to spend money and time to buy vegetables. I
get them as soon as I need them. Apart from having vegetables, I gained respect in the
community because I am their role model in livelihood practices, in health, and in caregiving.”

— Scholastique, Lead Farmer
Since October 2015, the 20 communities of Kabarore, Burundi have been on a journey out of poverty
toward sustainability. Having just passed the halfway mark to graduation, even in the face of the global
pandemic, these communities are growing strong farming cooperatives, improving their schools, and
increasing access to water and sanitation. Through a strong partnership with Food for the Hungry (FH),
the communities continue to carry out Child Focused Community Transformation (CFCT) activities in
the areas of education, health, livelihoods, and leadership development. Special consideration is given
to gender equality, environmental protection, and a biblical worldview. And over 1,631 sponsor children
and their families are currently supported by Canadian sponsors!
While this work is full of joy, it is not without loss. The FH Burundi staff were rocked when they
lost a colleague to COVID-19—Kenaz, their Child Sponsorship Officer. Kenaz worked with
FH Burundi for 13 years and was loved by staff and community members alike. He was known
for singing gospel songs and the ease with which he interacted with community children,
encouraging them to stay in school and study hard. His presence is deeply missed.
In addition to the emotional impact of losing a friend and co-worker, FH staff experienced an increased
workload in Kenaz’ absence and had to hire short-term help to get through the season and meet
their promises to the community. FH Burundi continues to apply best practices to stop the spread of
COVID-19 and to help the communities as they journey together through this unprecedented challenge.
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EDUCATION
GOAL

Improve access to education and the scholastic performance of students Grades 1 to 9.

“In education, my wife told me about protecting our children from toxic stress,
making toys for them, reading to them, and helping the children to read books.
Even if I’m a man, I help my wife take care of my small children. I sing to them and
I tell them stories from a book. These are new practices for me but I am committed
to help my children to grow well.”
— Narcisse, Father (Turn to page 10 to read more of Narcisse’s story!)

Building Infrastructure
Overcrowding in schools in the communities of Manga and Jene III was addressed this year by building
new classrooms which welcomed their first students at the start of the new school year in September.
As a result, the ratio of children to classroom in Manga improved from 81 to 44 students per room. In
Jene III, the ratio moved from 92 to 69 students per classroom. By upgrading the schools’ infrastructure,
FH supports teachers and students to learn together in a more comfortable and practical environment.
In Manga, FH also built a teachers’ office and equipped it with chairs, shelves, and tables. Prior to
the completion of this room in June, teachers were forced to hold meetings in empty classrooms on the
weekends and didn’t have adequate space for lesson planning and grading. This new multi-functional
room serves as a safe space to hold parent-teacher conferences and provides teachers a place to
organize their textbooks and documents and get work done.
In Burundi, school desks are often built to seat two students instead of just one. However, the ratio of
students per desk sometimes gets out of control. For example, in Ruhinga, up to five children at a time
were sharing the same desk! To address this challenge, FH equipped classrooms in Manga, Jene III, and
Ruhinga with more student desks (thanks to Gift Guide donations!). In addition, the local department
of education pledged to contribute more desks.

New classrooms constructed at
the school in Manga.
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EDUCATION
Improving Educational Resources
In Kabarore, there was a huge need for textbooks; in some schools, up to 10 children shared one
textbook. Other schools were forced to share textbooks between them. This made it difficult for students
to learn from textbooks and restricted what teachers could teach or assign for homework. In April,
FH provided 2,020 textbooks to 16 schools. As a result, students can pair off by twos to share one
textbook between them and thus follow their lessons more easily. In addition, FH provided children
with notebooks and pens so they can practically engage with learning in school and at home, thereby
improving learning and reducing school dropout rates.
Illustrated story books captivate the attention and imagination of young children, motivating them to
practice and improve their reading skills. FH provided story books to Cascade group volunteers who
supervise weekly reading sessions for children Grades 1 - 3.

Equipping Caregivers
To prepare children to succeed in elementary school, FH trains caregivers on positive parenting practices.
Evidence shows this to be more cost effective than both distribution of materials and development of
infrastructure. Using the Cascade group system, FH staff
trained Cascade leaders on how to organize reading days and
on child stimulation—how to talk and sing to young children
and infants while breastfeeding or washing them. The leaders,
in turn, teach what they learn to a group of neighbours. For the
reading day, mothers are invited to select books and choose a
day or time for reading with their children. Even parents who
don’t know how to read are encouraged to use picture books to
familiarize their very young children with the printed page. This
is done at the Cascade group leaders’ homes. As this is a new
practice for the communities, the training courses will continue.

Empowering & Encouraging Children
On the International Day of the African Child (June 16)
FH hosted an all-day event during which children learned about
the rights that protect them at home, at school, and in their
communities. Through various competitions, children practiced
expressing themselves in public—speaking and defending their
opinions in front of peers and adults.
At the close of the 2020-2021 academic year, FH awarded each of the highest performing students
(achieving an average grade of 85 percent or higher) with one backpack, four notebooks, and one pen.
By rewarding hard work in school, FH hopes to motivate these students to persevere in their studies next
year and encourage other children to work hard.
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EDUCATION
ACTIVITIES

623
7

512

story books provided to
the communities

classrooms constructed—6 at Manga
School and 1 at Jene III School
Cascade group leaders
(44 men, 468 women)
trained on child stimulation and reading

Receiving fresh workbooks and other school
supplies is a highlight for students in Kabarore,
especially when in some cases up to 10 students
had to share one textbook!
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HEALTH
GOAL

Reduce malnutrition in children under five years old.

“I’m 72 years old. In my community, all families were mobilized to build good latrines
but I was not able to do that as I live alone. Fortunately, community members built
me a good latrine. Before that, going to the toilet was a big challenge, because
it was like going in the open air—my latrine had no walls, no roof, and no door. I
thank FH for starting the campaign of building good latrines and I also thank my
neighbours who support me to have a latrine like all my neighbours.”
— Anesie, Granny
The Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) approach was
introduced in Kabarore in April 2021. It began with the training of 69
community health workers and two leaders per community to help families
implement actions that lead to community sanitation, primarily by building
safe and accessible home latrines. After the training, a hygiene
and sanitation survey was conducted in the 20 communities. The survey
showed an increase from 20.7 percent to 59.9 percent of families now
have an adequate latrine! The FH staff attributed this to the influence of
community health workers and leaders, observing that neighbours helped
each other build new latrines. Community health workers and leaders will
continue to promote total sanitation with the goal of at least 95 percent
of households having adequate latrines by January 2022.

Accessing Clean Water

Ever wonder what
makes a latrine
“adequate”? Criteria
at FH includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 metre deep hole
waterproof slab with one
opening
top-cover with a handle to
close the opening after use
privacy walls
roof
door

To improve access to clean water, FH provided buckets with taps to 16
schools so they can carry water for handwashing and cleaning classrooms
and latrines. The communal administration requested FH Burundi’s support
to conduct a feasibility study, water quality analysis, and potential
rehabilitation of water sources in 15 communities. The feasibility and water
quality analysis were completed in August and showed that the water
sources are free from waterborne diseases! In October, FH completed
the rehabilitation of 11 of these water sources to provide clean water to
1,715 households, thereby improving their health.
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HEALTH
Providing Healthcare for Children
To help children access specialized medical services, FH Burundi paid for
nine students suffering from eye problems to access medical care (including
glasses and medicine). With their eyesight restored, they can now follow
along in class without struggling.
FH Burundi supported the government’s summer deworming campaign
with funding that helped transport the medicine to the distribution sites
and ensured it was administered. All community children attending
school received albendazole. Younger children in the communities (99
percent!) were dewormed at local health facilities. Studies have shown
that deworming positively impacts learning outcomes as it significantly
contributes to children’s health.

Addressing Malnutrition & Extreme Hunger
In June, FH Burundi distributed 4,010 bags of soup mix to 401 vulnerable
families. The recipients included Batwa families (a minority ethnic
group) as well as the families of some sponsor children. One bag of soup
mix can feed a family of five for two days, so this distribution provided
food to last each family about 20 days. For some families, the soup mix
is added to the existing food to enrich the meal, but for others, the soup
is eaten alone because they cannot afford other food. The soup, over the
stretch of just a few days, contributes significantly to the reduction of lean
periods, and improves family food diversity.

Gleaners Spotlight!
FH Canada partners with
the Fraser Valley Gleaners
and Okanagan Gleaners to
help, literally, feed the hungry!
The Gleaners rescue rejected
produce that would otherwise
end up in a landfill and
repurpose it as nutrient dense,
dried soup mix. They are almost
100 percent volunteer-powered
and donate millions of servings
of soup a year. Their soup mix
is shipped around the world to
supplement the diets of children
and families who suffer from
malnutrition or extreme hunger.
In short—they’re awesome!

FH Burundi staff worked with local government
programs to administer deworming medication
to students and families to improve the general
health of kids and decrease the negative factors
that contribute to malnutrition.
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HEALTH
ACTIVITIES

11

water sources rehabilitated to provide
1,715 families with access to clean water

10,997
401

children dewormed

families provided with 4,010 bags
of vegetable soup mix

Dried soup mix is repackaged and
delivered to families who employ
traditional methods to get the
supplies home!
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LIVELIHOODS
GOAL

Improved food and income security in low-income households.

“I am learning sewing, thanks to the support of FH Burundi. I was very disturbed not
to have access to the post fundamental school [secondary school] because I did not
succeed in the national exam. Now, I have hope for a good future. I’m doing my best
to have good performance in sewing so that after the training, I may continue the
vocation of sewing and earn a living….I’m confident that my life will be different.”
— Claudine, Young Adult

Growing Food
FH feasibility studies showed that irrigation dams are needed in Nayandaro and Kivumu. Community
leaders chose to build in Nayandaro first and completed their project in October. The irrigation enabled
by the dam will allow 148 families to grow crops straight through the dry season, making food—
especially vegetables—available all year round. Next year, they plan to increase the region impacted by
irrigation by damming more of the arable land to support even more families.
FH provided amaranth (an ancient grain and vegetable) and
cabbage seeds to farming cooperatives with an expected
harvest of 27 tons of amaranth and 68 tons of cabbages
(that’s a lot of coleslaw!). This produce will feed their families
and be sold for money to provide for other needs. For the
growing season beginning in September and ending in
January 2022, FH gave farming co-ops and model farmers
hybrid maize seed to increase production. If the weather is
favourable, they expect a maize harvest between 264 - 336
tons. In addition to seeds, organic manure fertilizer and
farming tools were provided to seven farming co-ops.
In May, a value chain assessment was conducted in Kabarore
to find out what agricultural products can bring added value
Farmers take part in a demonstration
to raise the income of families. The survey showed that the
on how to make compost.
following value chains should be promoted: maize, potatoes,
bananas, and greenhouse tomatoes. The main obstacle to
increasing these crops is small plot sizes. One solution is to
apply sustainable techniques that help boost production on a small plot, a solution FH successfully
applies in other areas. For now, farmers are encouraged to join their farms and work together to promote
these value chains toward increased income for all participants.
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LIVELIHOODS
Raising Livestock
FH trained three farming co-ops on livestock management, including nutrition, health, reproduction, and
construction of stables for goats and cows. After the training, the co-ops were given six cows (five
heifers and one bull) and 19 goats (18 female and one male). These contributions will improve the
breeds of livestock in the community and provide manure fertilizer to the co-ops. FH also gave them
veterinary kits that include, among other supplies, medicine for cows and goats. The co-ops constructed
one stable for the cows and one for the goats where members take turns feeding and caring for
them. This will serve as a centre for other community members to bring their livestock for breeding.

Keeping Bees
In June, FH trained 20 members in a beekeeper cooperative on the life
of bees—their health, reproduction, and feeding as well as how to make
modern beehives and how and when to harvest honey. They also gave the
co-op materials to build modern beehives. Currently, they are waiting
for the harvest period which is planned for September 2022. Honey will
provide the members of the co-op with a reliable source of income.

Training on Sewing
Twenty youth who were unable to pursue classroom education beyond
Grade 9 were trained in sewing. Equipped with the skills to make basic
clothing, they can now sew for themselves and others. The training
will continue into next year to increase their level of skill and thus their
marketability. FH equipped the learning centre with 10 sewing machines
and accessories. Participants are encouraged to continue developing
their skills and some have already begun to source money to buy their own
sewing machines.

Beekeeping co-op members receive
specialized equipment to improve
their ability to tend to and harvest
from their apiaries.

Savings and Loans
Savings and Loans groups continue to be a powerful force of positive community change, providing
a place to increase financial literacy, access low-interest loans, and save for the future. Currently 4,709
people (3,606 women, 1,103 men) are actively involved in 187 groups in Kabarore.
Value Of
Loans
Outstanding

Value Of
Savings

Social Fund
Balance

Net Profit

93,703,925
($58,005
CAD)

110,250,000
($68,248
CAD)

1,572,500
($973 CAD)

23,312,675
($14,431
CAD)
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Average
Annualized
Saving Per
Member
262,500
($166 CAD)

Average
Outstanding
Loan Per
Member
29,010
($18 CAD)
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LIVELIHOODS
ACTIVITIES

20
20
60

farming cooperative members trained
on beekeeping and provided with necessary supplies

youth trained
on sewing

farmers provided
6 cows and 19 goats

Farming tools distributed to
cooperative members.
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Twenty young adults and teens,
most of whom were unable to
graduate secondary school,
attend sewing classes.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
GOAL

Enhance leadership capacity for all 20 communities in Kabarore.

“In FH training, I learned that we don’t need to wait for external support to develop
our community. I learned that we have existing resources available in our communities
which we can use to develop. Currently, I and my coworkers have started the work of
identifying existing resources, and after, we will discuss how each can be helpful for
our community development.”
— Cyprien, Community Leader
FH conducted refresher training for community leaders on designing a strategic plan. One key take-away
was that planning starts by using existing resources and strengths, in other words, if the community wants
to start making changes right away they need to begin with what they have. Waiting on or wishing for
skills or resources not found in the community may hinder their progress in achieving their vision.
All 40 community leaders attended the training and committed to, once again, identify existing resources
and incorporate them into community development action plans. This training was a helpful refresher to
those previously trained, but also served as a first-time training for new leaders to learn about strategic
planning.

Savings and Loans groups do so much
more than pool savings. Community
members, especially women, learn to
work and lead together.
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The Church in Action
“I am the pastor of the Anglican church in Jene. I attended many trainings organized by FH
Burundi and I appreciate how FH gathered different churches with different ideologies. Now, I
am trying to do the same when I am with those coming from other churches. I listen to all without
considering their religion. I teach the same to my family members, the believers of our church, and
all my friends. I know that God gives church leaders the mission to develop communities without
considering differences of race and religion.”
— Patrice, Pastor
FH conducted a refresher training for 40 church leaders from eight different churches on “the church
in action”. This lesson encourages churches to plan before implementing their ideas and teaches that
the mission of the church is to discern and to participate in God’s mission in the world. The leaders
committed to be available for all community members without distinction of religion and to be involved
actively in community development.

Disaster Risk Reduction
“I attended a DRR training organized by a staff of FH Burundi. I was very interested to hear
that we can prepare for disasters and that we can plan for actions to make ourselves resilient.
That pushed me to think about what I can do in my family in particular and for my community
in general. My mind was opened. Now I know that I, my family, and my neighbours, we have to
develop coping mechanisms to be resilient when disasters are there.”
— Chantal, Resilient Leader

Community leaders were trained on early warning and preparedness techniques, including identifying
periods of stress, shortage, hazards, diseases, community vulnerability, and to analyze changes in
seasonal activities. They were invited to help people plan for and cope with disasters, and to set up
coping strategies together. Overall, they understood that being prepared for disasters can help to save
lives and livelihoods. They committed to make people aware of trends and changes over time.
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LEADERSHIP
ACTIVITIES

71
10
24

leaders attended training

church leaders trained on Acts of Love and Characteristics
from the FH Church Leaders Training Manual

local leaders trained
on early warning systems
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FARMING FOR THE FUTURE
Kabarore, Burundi

“We were using traditional
methods of agriculture,”
Narcisse explains. “We were not
producing enough food because
we were using random [seed]
sowing, without manure.”
— Narcisse
Narcisse and his wife, Chantal, are a young
couple in their early 30s with three children
ranging from 10 to two-and-a-half years old.
They live in a small farming village among the
hills of Kabarore. Before FH Burundi began a
partnership with their community they didn’t
have any way to generate an income outside
of farming. And their farming was not very
successful.
They also struggled with their health. “We
were physically getting weak and our children
were getting sick very often. They were having
diarrhea, malnutrition, and were affected by
[intestinal] worms,” Narcisse remembers. Without
adequate nutrition and clean water, they
constantly fought against disease and fatigue.
Their situation was the norm for their whole
community.
Narcisse explains, “Nutrition practices were very
poor and many children were malnourished.
As our farms are located on slopes and
overexploited, farm production was very low.
There was no hope among community members
because of many problems.”
When FH Burundi began working in Kabarore,
new opportunities opened up. Narcisse’s wife,
Chantal, was selected to be a Cascade group
leader. FH trained her and many others in lifesaving hygiene practices and how to feed her
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family a balanced diet. “She showed me how
to make tippy taps (handwashing stations), a
kitchen garden, and the importance of eating
vegetables,” says Narcisse with pride.
“She also learned about heat compost, Farming
God’s Way (sustainable agriculture), and the
importance of using improved seeds. On our
small land, we started to practice Farming God’s
Way and the result was that where we used to
harvest 50kg, we harvested 142kg!” As a result,
the whole family is feeling better.
“As a result [of Chantal’s training], hygiene was
improved at my home,” Narcisse explains. “We
are always clean, even my children are clean.
Physically, my family members and myself, we are
healthy! We eat well and use locally available
foods. We were trained to prepare a balanced
diet.”
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FH’s partnership in Kabarore has already had
a far-reaching impact on the whole community.
“Hygiene and sanitation have improved, latrines
were built, tippy-taps installed, stables were built
for animals,” Narcisse says. “People started to
prepare balanced diets and frequently include
vegetables in their diet. Production increased
because people adopted new methods of
farming including intercropping, sowing in lines,
and fertilizing with locally produced manure. The
number of domestic animals is increasing and we
thank FH for the animal distributions!”
FH Burundi’s commitment to walking with the
communities for the long haul has had a powerful
effect on the people. Families like Narcisse’s are
daring to hope that real and lasting change is
possible.
“Before being involved in FH programs, I was
thinking that FH is like other non-governmental
organizations which come, do small things for a
short time, and leave without following what they
teach to community members. When my wife was
elected to be a Cascade group leader, I was
thinking that it was a waste of time. But finally,

I appreciated her election and I encourage her
to continue and I help her and our neighbours to
practice what they are learning. Today, my wife
and I are actively teaching others good practices
in caregiving and raising our children, in health,
and in farming.”
In addition to improved farming, Narcisse has
created a brand new source of income for his
family. With the support of FH, he started a
Savings and Loans group with his neighbours.
With the money he saved and the option of
taking out a small loan, he bought a pig and
opened a small restaurant! “The food available in
our restaurant is beans, rice, potatoes, cassava,
and vegetables, especially cabbage. I get
customers and they are trusting me. I hope to
get a good benefit. By the end of September,
I got a return of BIF 40,000 ($25 CAD). This
is encouraging as a good beginning and I will
continue to do this small income generating
activity.”
“I am very thankful to FH because I see that my
life is improving!”

Thank You
FH Canada, FH Burundi, and the families of Kabarore thank you for your generous support of their
journey out of poverty. Because of donors like you, children are studying in new classrooms, families
are drinking clean water, farmers are working together to increase their yields, and leaders are
planning for the future.
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MEASURING SUCCESS!
The report above is a summarized snapshot of what community leaders and families in Kabarore, with
the support of FH Burundi, have accomplished this year. Below are more numbers and statistics that
paint a fuller picture of what has been happening on the road to sustainability.

EDUCATION IN NUMBERS 2020/2021
By the Mid-Year

By the Year-End

•

1 learning kit provided to a preschool to help
with hands-on activities for children

•

7 classrooms constructed—6 at Manga School
and 1 at Jene III School

•

122 teachers (preschool and Grades 1-3) from
16 schools trained on literacy and numeracy
teaching methods

•

1 teachers’ office constructed and furnished with
32 office chairs, 8 office tables, and 7 shelves

•

276 student desks provided to 3 schools
(Manga, Jene III, Ruhinga)

•

20 latrines constructed at 2 schools (10 in
Mugoyi, 10 in Randa)

•

2,020 textbooks provided to 16 schools

•

623 story books provided to the communities

•

512 Cascade group leaders (44 males, 468
females) trained on child stimulation and reading

•

1,949 children received 16,255 notebooks and
3,888 pens

•

2,369 children attended the International Day of
the African Child celebration. 7,107 bars of soap
distributed

•

108 top performing students each awarded 1
school bag, 4 notebooks, and 1 pen

•

10 kids’ school clubs (380 members) received
activity equipment

•

1,949 children participated in FH-hosted
Christmas parties and received toothbrushes
and toothpaste

HEALTH IN NUMBERS 2020/2021
By the Mid-Year
•

26 community health workers trained on
integrated care and prevention of childhood
diseases

•

316 girls provided 1,580 sanitary pads

•

By the Year-End
•

69 FH community health workers trained on
Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS)

•

59.9% of families now have adequate latrines
(up from 20.7%)

1,500 hand soap distributed across 16 schools
impacting 11,437 children and 178 teachers

•

15 communities had a feasibility study and water
quality analysis conducted

•

1 new health centre supported with critical nonmedical equipment

•

11 water sources rehabilitated to provide 1,715
families with access to clean water

•

20 health centre staff trained on biomedical
waste management and prevention of infections
associated with care

•

Support provided to deworming campaign

•

401 families provided with 4,010 bags of
vegetable soup mix

•

9 students suffering from eye problems received
medical care
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MEASURING SUCCESS!
LIVELIHOODS IN NUMBERS 2020/2021
By the Mid-Year
•

By the Year-End

3 farming cooperatives received:

•

6 cows and 19 goats provided to 60 farmers

•

•

3 farming cooperatives provided with veterinary
kits

•

2 stables constructed—1 for cows, 1 for goats

•

20 farming cooperative members trained on
beekeeping and provided with necessary supplies

60 Lead Farmers trained in agroecology
practices, push-pull technology, and heat
composting, and provided with seeds

•

20 youth trained on sewing

•

10 sewing machines provided to the training
centre

•

30 cooperative members trained in business
skills

•

1 value chain assessment conducted and
recommendations made

•

30 cooperative members participated in a
three-day co-op management training

•

•

3,199 bamboo sticks distributed

305 cubic metres of manure provided to 7
farming cooperatives to fertilize 13 hectares of
land

•

14 spray pumps, 70 hoes, 70 watering cans and
70 tridents provided to farming co-ops

•

60 farmers trained on livestock management

•

2 irrigation feasibility studies conducted

•

1 dam constructed to allow 148 families to grow
crops during the dry season

•

12kg of amaranth seeds and 12kg of cabbage
seeds provided to farming co-ops

•

1,419 kg of hybrid maize provided to 7 farming
cooperatives, 60 model farmers and 157 farmers

•
•
•

improved seeds (150 kgs maize, 150 kgs
beans, 8 kgs red onion, 4 kgs cabbage, 2
kgs carrot, 4 kgs beet)
30 truckloads (150 tonnes) of organic
manure
200 post-harvest storage bags

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN NUMBERS 2020/2021
By the Mid-Year
•

•

9 FH Burundi staff trained on implementing
Early Childhood Development, identifying local
partner organizations, and computer skills

By the Year-End
•

40 church leaders trained on the church in action

•

40 community leaders trained on disaster risk
reduction

40 leaders trained on developing strategic plans
to transform their communities
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